
Beautiful and Professional Deck Restoration in Indianapolis IN
Your decking is undoubtedly one of the most important areas of your home. A deck is a
place for friends and family to gather, for you to cool down on a warm summer night, and to
relax as you watch the world go by. An area of your home like this needs to be clean and in
good condition for everyone to enjoy it to the fullest. That’s why Lians Home Services Inc is
here to help! Our professional deck restoration in Indianapolis IN is here to turn dirty, dull,
and old decking into the beautiful setting it once was. Our team is here to take care of the
cleaning, staining, and repairs to leave you with decking that looks brand new. There’s no
need to waste money on replacing decking when we can give you the same results for a
fraction of the cost!

Benefits of Our Deck Restoration in Indianapolis IN
When you use Lians Home Services Inc for your deck restoration in Indianapolis IN, you get
a number of fantastic benefits! Since we are the highest-rated company in the area, you get
peace of mind knowing that you will get results that go above and beyond your expectations.
You’ll also get the highest level of customer service and aftercare as we make customer
satisfaction a priority! Finally, you also get a professional job done for an impressive price!
We keep our rates competitive and as low as possible so everyone can enjoy our services
without breaking the bank. We know that once you have invested with us, you’ll never need
anyone else.

1. deck cleaning
Due to the weather and use, over time, the surface of your decking gets dirty, stained, and
even slippery. It’s important that the dirt, mud, mold, mildew, and other substances are
removed to keep your decking strong for years to come. At Lians Home Services Inc, our
professional deck cleaning is the perfect solution. We use low-pressure power washing to rid
the surface of all these substances safely and effectively.

2. deck staining
Since decking is expensive to install and replace, it’s much better to keep your current
decking in the best condition possible rather than having to pay out for replacements. One of
the most effective ways to do this is by having your decking stained. Good quality staining
like what we use helps protect the surface against the sun, water, and other wear and tear!

3. deck repair
Sometimes, only parts of your decking need to be repaired rather than replaced. In this
instance, it’s always a good idea to hire professionals who can safely complete the work
without any hassle for you. At Lians Home Services Inc, our team is comprised of
experienced and qualified professionals who can handle all your deck repairs with ease!

How do you clean my deck?
When it comes to cleaning your decking, we use a soft washing technique to ensure that the
surface is never at risk of damage. Rather this soft washing gently removes all the dirt,
mildew, mold, and more, leaving a perfectly clean unharmed surface. Our deck restoration in
Indianapolis IN will never put your decking at risk.



How often is deck staining needed?
To have a decking that is beautiful and bright all year round, ideally, it needs to be stained
around once every two to three years. Of course, this frequency for your deck is completely
optional. By following this general rule, however, you will keep your decking looking its best.

How do you stain my deck?
Before we start with the staining, we clean the surface to ensure the stain will not hold onto
any mold, mildew, or debris. Once we have soft washed the surface and ensure the decking
is dry, we evenly apply the staining for a perfect finish. You can have complete confidence in
our deck restoration in Indianapolis IN!

How do you price deck restoration?
At Lians Home Services Inc, we give our customers the lowest prices possible. We want to
over-deliver on quality without overcharging! So, if you’re interested in seeing our fantastic
prices for yourself, then get in touch with us today, and we’ll put together a free, personalized
quote for our deck restoration in Indianapolis IN.


